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Abstract. Nowadays there is a research on ambient living and smart building
applications to make people life more confortable. This kind of applications, in
general, requires the position where a person is in a building to act according it
and to any physical parameters that are measured from the person, to determine,
for instance, if the air condition has to be switched on or off, the room
temperature has to be put up or down or the music has to be changed from
classical to pop, or vice versa. This paper presents an indoor position solution
based on BitCloud Stack, a full-featured, second generation embedded software
stack from Atmel.
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1

Introduction

WSNs (Wireless sensor Network) are present in many applications. They are used in
Ambient Living [1-4] or Smart building [5-9] researching fields for solving data
acquisition process, depending on its applications, it can be used ambient or user
sensors and actuators for making decisions. The knowledge of the subject's position it
is very useful in these kind of systems because depending on it the decisions to be
made are different, this paper present an indoor position solution for doing so.
In Section 2 an overview of different alternatives to calculate the indoor position is
presented and paper goal is explained. System overview is shown in Section 3.
Implementation and data collection issue is explained in section 4 and the system test
is exposed in section 5. Conclusions are established in section 6.

2

Positioning Determination

As stated in [10,11], a number of indoor location tracking systems have been
proposed in the literature, based on RF signals, ultrasound, infrared, or some
combination of modalities. Given a model of radio signal propagation in a building or
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other environment, received signal strength can be used to estimate the distance from
a transmitter to a receiver, and thereby triangulate the position of a mobile node.
However, this approach requires detailed models of RF propagation and does not
account for variations in receiver sensitivity and orientation.
An alternative approach is to use empirical measurements of received radio signals,
known as RSSI, Receiver Signal Strength Indicator), to estimate location. By
recording a database of radio ‘‘signatures’’ along with their known locations, a
mobile node can estimate its position by acquiring a signature and comparing it to the
known signatures in the database. A weighting scheme can be used to estimate
location when multiple signatures are close to the acquired signature.
All of these systems require that the signature database are collected manually
prior to system installation, and rely on a central server (or the user’s mobile node) to
perform the location calculation. Several systems have demonstrated the viability of
this approach, one of those is MoteTrack [10,11].
MoteTrack’s basic location estimation uses a signature based approach that is
largely similar to RADAR [12] that obtains a 75th percentile location error of just
under 5 m, but decreased the location error by 1/3 in MoteTrack.
MoteTrack is implemented on the Mica2 mote platform using the TinyOS
operating system [13]. They chose this platform because it is designed for low-power
operation, is relatively small, and can be deployed unobtrusively in an indoor
environment.
Our goal is not to improve upon the accuracy of MoteTrack signature-based
localization scheme, but rather to use a similar scheme but using other motes,
Meshnetics´ one [14], that uses different RCB (MCU and transceiver) and, also,
different software, i. e., the BitCloud Stack, a ZigBee PRO certified platform.

3

System Overview

In this section we give an overview of the system, shown in Figure 1, that is based on
low-power, embedded wireless devices, Meshnetics´ sensor “motes”. The advantages
of this platform over other motes is that they are equipped with extra sensors and
others could be easily connected to them if the application requires it, so for
prototyping these motes work quite well. Other advantage of this mote is that the
supplier has developed the ZigBee RFC4 stack architecture [15] in a software pack
called BitCloud Stack.
In our system, a building or other area is populated with a number of
Meshnetics motes acting as fixed nodes, one of them acting as coordinator, C.
Fixed nodes send to C periodic beacon messages, beacon 2, which consist of an ntuple of the format {MobileID, RSSI}, where n is the number of mobile nodes.
MobileID is a unique identifier of a mobile node, and RSSI the value received
from the last beacon message, beacon 1, received from that mobile node in an
specific fixed node.
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Fig. 1. System Overview. M1 is a mobile node, F1-F5 are fixed nodes, and C is the coordinator,
also a fixed node. M1 periodically sends a beacon message, beacon 1, to inform the others node
that is present, all fixed node that receives it save the RSSI of that message in a table. Fixed
node periodically sends a message to C, beacon 2, to inform about the RSSI that they receive
from mobiles node, M in this case.

The location estimation problem consists of a two-phase process: an offline
collection of reference signatures followed by online location estimation. As in other
signature-based systems, the reference signature database is acquired manually by a
user with a mobile node and a Pc connected to C. Each reference signature, shown as
black dots in Figure 1, consists of a set of signature tuples of the form {sourceID,
meanRSSI}, where sourceID is the fixed node ID and meanRSSI is the mean RSSI of
a set of beacon messages received over some time interval. Each signature is mapped
to a known location by the user acquiring the signature database (P1-P5 in Figure 1).
3.1

Location Estimation

Given a mobile node’s received signature s, received from fixed nodes, and the
reference signature set R, the mobile node’s location can be estimated as follows. The
first step is to compute the signature distances, from s to each reference signature ri ϵ
R. We employ the Manhattan distance metric,

M(r, s) =∑

|RSSI(t)r-RSSI(t)s |

(1)
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where T is the set of signatures tuples presented in both signature, RSSI(i)r is the
RSSI value in the signature appearing in signature ri and RSSI(i)s is the RSSI value in
the signature appearing in signature s.
Given the set of signature distances, the location of a mobile node can be
calculated in several ways. We consider the centroid of the set of signatures within
some ratio of the nearest reference signature. Given a signature s, a set of reference
signatures R, and the nearest signature r* = argminr ϵ R M(r, s), we select all reference
signatures r ϵ R that satisfy
( , )
(

, )

< c

(2)

for some constant c, empirically-determined. The geographic centroid of the locations
of this subset of reference signatures is then taken as the mobile node’s position.
Small values of c work well, generally between 1.1 to 1.2.

4

Implementation and Data Collection

Our system is implemented in Meshnetics´ motes, Meshbean development board. We
have used this mote because they have leds, buttons, additional sensors and can easily
be connected other sensors that can be used for the purpose applications of this indoor
position system, ambient living and smart buildings, so for prototyping works quite
well. They also have a USART accessible by a USB connector, so a Pc can be
connected via a USB port, emulating it a COM port, for both programming and
receiving information, in our case beacons and sensor values.
A Meshnetics´mote is shown in Figure 2, in this case, it has an integrated PCB
antenna, but we has used others that aren´t, this affects only the range of coverage.
This mote have a MCU wireless, called ZigBit, a compact 802.15.4/ZigBee modules
featuring record-breaking range performance and exceptional ease of integration. It
integrates both the ATmega1281 microcontroller [16] and AT86RF212 transceiver
[17] of ATMEL so the AVR tools [18] are necessary for programming purposes.
The BitCloud Stack has been used for software, a full-featured, next generation
embedded software stack from Atmel. The stack provides a firmware development
platform for reliable, scalable, and secure wireless applications running on Atmel
hardware kits. BitCloud is designed to support a broad ecosystem of user designed
applications addressing diverse requirements and enabling a full spectrum of software
customization. Primary application domains include home automation, commercial
building automation, automated meter reading, asset tracking, and industrial automation.
BitCloud is fully compliant with ZigBee® PRO and ZigBee standards for wireless
sensing and control. It provides an augmented set of APIs which, while maintaining
compliance with the standard, offer extended functionality designed with developer's
convenience and ease-of-use in mind. As seasoned ZigBee technology experts, Atmel
created BitCloud to dramatically lower the developer learning curve, factor out the
unnecessary complexity and expose as much power of the underlying hardware
platform as possible.
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Fig. 2. Meshbean development board

In ZigBee there are three kinds of devices, each one having its own purpose:
- Coordinator (C): A full function device (FFD) that it is in charge of creating the
PAN (Personal Area Network) and typically is the point of the WSN to acquire all
sensors information from all the other motes to be shown in a computer. The icon
uses to represent this device is a filled circle, Figure 1 shown one.
- Router (R): A FFD that it is in charge of routing when the range of coverage
requires this capability, so it is possible to have dynamic topologies. The icon uses to
represent this device is a small filled circle inside a circle, Figure 1 shown six.
- End device (ED): A reduced function device (RFD) that is always slept (to reduce
consumption) and only wakes up to do a specific task, for instance, to send sensor
information to the WSN, typically directed toward C. The icon use is a not filled circle.
So a ZigBee WSN is composed of one C, many EDs and many Rs. Each kind of
devices can receive what the other transmit if they are in the same range of coverage,
because the transmission media is share by all one, but not all the information receive
is processed (the explanation of why this is that way is out of the scope of this paper).
Atmel also provides a demo, called WSN demo, to help programmer task. The
demo is prepared to create a dynamic ZigBee topology, controlled by the ZigBee´s
Network layer. There is no positioning function in this demo so we have to modify
the WSN Demo source code to do so.
4.1

WSN Demo Modifications

As explained in section 3, to determinate position, we require to kinds of beacons,
beacon1 and beacon2. Beacon 1 is used to inform other devices that a mobile mote is
present and beacon2 is used to inform C the RSSI value that a fixed mote receives
from a mobile one for location estimation. To send both beacons in WSN we have to
use the information saved in a table at the network layer called neighbor table. This
table registered all the FFD, this is motes that are C o R, that are in the range of
coverage of a determinate mote and for each one it registers the RSSI value of the
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received signal from that mote. Periodically, a FFD device sends a MAC laayer
message to inform other th
hat is in the WSN, so that message is used by neighhbor
motes to measure the RSSI value of the received signal and to save it in their oown
neighbor table. So beacon 1 is sent automatically by the protocol stack. As only F
FFD
sends this kind of message the
t mobile motes have to be R, as shown in Figure 1.
The WSN demo code has
h been changed to send periodically beacon 2 messagges,
for doing so, a search has to be done in the neighbor table to find out if the mobbile
mote is in its range of coveerage, if so, the beacon 2 is sent to C with the informattion
required as explained in secction 3. As neighbor table is only in FFD, fixed motes hhave
also to be R.
4.2 Deployment
We have deployed our sysstem over half floor of our Department Area, measurring
roughly 225 m2.The first steep was to test how the different kind of materials affect the
RSSI value, taking into acccount that results, and that a mote could cover an area of 45 meters, we determine thatt with a number of 7 fixed motes was enough (Figure 3).
As shown in Figure 3, there are 11 rooms (room number G1.25 is the
telecommunications room and
a doesn´t belong to our Department), being six of thhem
double size than the other ones
o
and counting the halls as room, numbered from 1 tto 3
(left to right). We determin
ned that with two signature points for small rooms and ffour
signature points for big rooms were enough. Halls were more troubles because signnals
propagated easily so we em
mpirically determined to have a point every 3 meters. In
total, we have 46 signaturee points each one places as shown in Figure 4, red ddots
represent fixed mote, bein
ng C the mote called "mota 0" and black dots repressent
signature points.

Fig. 3. Position of fixed motees in the Department Area. Black dots represent fixed motes and
they are the center of the circlees that represents the range of coverage of each one.
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Fig. 4. Signature points

Fig. 5. Positioning determination. Phase on-line.

Once all the signature points were determined, we made the signature point
database, it was an off-line process where we run a Windows console application that
took signature information for a period of time an saved it in a file, so using this file
other application could calculate the mean value to be saved in the signature point
database.
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Once the signature point database was created, the system was ready to determine
the online position of a mobile mote. Figure 5 shows the computer software prototype
used in the online phase, as it is shown, we not only determine the position of more
than one mobile mote, number 1 to 4, but also the value of two of the sensors that that
motes have, light, called "luz" in Figure 5, and temperature.

5

System Test

We have tested the system in order to know if it is able to determine if a mobile mote
is placed in a room, i.e., it doesn´t matter exactly where it is inside de room, so the
precision required is not very high. This has been this way, because the kind of
applications for whom our indoor position solution is going to be used don´t require
more precision.
We decided to test 30 points in where we detected signal problems (RSSI values
that changed frequently) to check how the positioning algorithm works. It is
determined that the algorithm presents the right position in 23 points but in 7 points, it
makes a bad position determination, Figure 6 shows that points, making numbers our
precision is about 77%. Further work is going to be done to optimize the algorithm in
order to have more precision.

Fig. 6. Points with troubles. Dots represents the actual position,
position.

represents the determined
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Conclusions

In this paper we have presented an indoor position system based on BitCloud Stack
over a WSN. Although the results obtained are good we have to improve the
algorithm in order to be more precise. Also, some research has to be done in order to
make mobile mote ED (RFD), because now it is R (FFD), so the power consumption
is very high and it should be a problem because mobile node is battery power. There
are some parameters of BitCloud Stack that we aren´t able to modify, at least we
haven´t been able to, so a deep study of this stack has to be done to check if we can do
it and, if not, keep on researching how we could work out. A first solution is to work
over the Mac layer using OpenMac software instead of over the application layer of
the BitCloud Stack (ZigBee Stack). This software is also provided by Atmel [19].
As presented, the system could be easily applied to any applications of Ambient
Living or Smart Building adding the specific sensors to the mote.
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